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Hello everyone! Welcome to the new list. Here are the n comments. or ask any questions you might have!
**Earth Common Journal**

*Earth Common Journal* (ECJ) is an international undergraduate peer-reviewed journal that provides a forum where students communicate a diversity of ideas and information on issues concerning conservation, sustainability, and global warming. ECJ is published by MacEwan University’s Bachelor of Communication Studies program.
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**MacEwan University Student eJournal**

The *MacEwan University Student eJournal* (*MUSE*) publishes select works of MacEwan University students that have passed a rigorous peer-review process. Published works are exceptional examples of student engagement with MacEwan’s program goals and learning outcomes.
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Academic Publishing is Robust
Could We Be Doing More to Nurture Undergraduate Publishing?
YES!

Let's Chat!

Robyn Hall - @bibliorobyn
hallr27@macewan.ca
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